MARK INTEGRITY PROGRAM

UL FUStart Services

After you’ve invested in designing your product, having it evaluated by UL and getting your production
line up to speed, the last thing you need to hear is that your manufacturing facility doesn’t meet UL’s
Follow-Up Services (FUS) requirements. That’s where the UL FUStart service can give you confidence that
you’re ready to go into production — with no delays.
UL’s Follow-Up Services help maintain
the integrity of the UL Mark
A key element of maintaining the integrity of UL certification is
UL’s ongoing Factory Follow-Up Services program. Once your

initial product testing has been successfully completed, UL will
continue to visit your manufacturing locations to determine if

your product continues to meet appropriate requirements. These
visits continue over the lifetime of your UL product certification,
as long as you wish to continue to use a UL Mark on your

UL’s FUStart eliminates surprises and gives
you confidence that your manufacturing facility
is ready to produce UL certified products.
Planning in advance – You can more effectively plan production
by understanding UL policies and requirements in advance.

Knowing the traceability requirements and incorporating them

into your manufacturing facility’s quality process can help speed
up the on-site FUS inspection process and give you confidence
that your factory is ready to produce UL-compliant products.

product.

Help in meeting your go-to-market schedules – FUStart will help

UL follow-up visits are unannounced and occur periodically,

depending on the type of product. From time to time, UL field

representatives may select product samples from the factory,

the open market or elsewhere to further evaluate compliance.

you to avoid delays in production by giving you the knowledge

you need to effectively use the UL Certification mark and meet
the requirements of ULs follow-up service.

Cost control – Manufacturing facilities unable to produce

Building a solid foundation

UL-compliant products are subject to additional on-site

UL FUStart aims to smooth implementation of your Follow-Up

your product in leaving the manufacturing facility with a UL

Services program by providing you with an important training
tool before your product evaluation has been completed and
your Initial Production Inspection takes place.

follow-up visits, driving up your compliance costs and delaying
Mark. With UL FUStart, you build a solid foundation for your
manufacturing process to be in compliance with UL
requirements.

With UL FUStart, you get:
No surprises – The training tool explains Follow-Up Services
procedures and practices, sharing essential knowledge to
prepare you for your actual FUS inspections.
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For more information please contact your local sales team ul.com/fustart
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